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Fluid dynamics from kinetic theory

The evolution of f(x,p) follows from the standard relativistic Boltzmann equation 

Often the collisional kernel is treated in the relaxation-time approximation 

Equations of motion for the soft modes of the system, identified with the fluid dynamical sector of the theory,  
may be derived by taking the lowest-n momentum moments 

of the Boltzmann equation which gives 
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Fluid dynamics from kinetic theory



Equation of state

Or

For the charge-free matter in equilibrium energy density  
may be directly related to the temperature of the system



Collision geometry



Initial conditions for hydrodynamics

EOMs have to be supplemented with proper initial conditions, specified on the hypersurface of  
constant longitudinal proper time

Tilted source model



Initial conditions for hydrodynamics



Evolution and decoupling

 Eventually, the particle scatterings become too rare to prevent the particles from leaving the fluid.  
As a result the local thermal equilibrium cannot be maintained anymore and the fluid description breaks down.  
This complicated gradual process of particle decoupling from the fluid is often called the freeze-out



Freeze-out hypersurface extraction



Cooper-Frye formalism

In the transport theory framework the flux of particle species k is expressed with the formula

The number of world-lines of particles of species k crossing the infinitesimal element dΣ of the surface Σ  
is then calculated from the expression

The invariant momentum spectrum of particles produced at the surface element dΣ

Therefore, the invariant momentum distribution of hadrons emitted on the entire freeze-out hypersurface Σ 
is given by the integral commonly known as the Cooper-Frye formula



Cooper-Frye formalism

It is usually assumed that just before decoupling from the fluid, i.e., before the particles cross the switching surface Σ,  
they are in local thermal and chemical equilibrium such that the phase-space distributions of produced hadrons follow  
either Fermi–Dirac (a = −1) or Bose–Einstein (a = +1) distributions



Hadron abundances

Total number of particles emitted on the entire hypersurface may be expressed as follows

 If T and µ are constant along Σ, the integral of the flow pattern on the freeze-out manifold factorizes with

When one considers ratios of particle multiplicities of different species, say a and b, the factor  
Veff cancels out completely in the ratios

This gives rise to the wide variety of analyses under the common name of thermal or statistical models. 
They focus mainly on the extraction of thermodynamic properties of the matter at the chemical freeze-out based  
on thermal analysis of the multiplicities of the experimentally measured particles and ratios thereof.



Hydro-inspired freeze-out models

Within these models the conditions at the freeze-out hypersurface as well as the shape of the freeze-out surface Σ(x),  
are simply assumed, or inspired, by the full numerical fluid dynamical simulations.  
Among these models the most successful ones are the Blast-wave and Cracow models

Within the Cracow model (as well as in Blast-wave model) it is assumed that the freeze-out takes place at the  
boost-invariant and cylindrically symmetric surface (in the transverse x − y plane).  
The hypersurface Σ is defined by the requirement that the particles freeze-out at the surface of constant proper-time 

According to it the particles decouple starting from the center of the fire-cylinder towards its edge

At the same time the fluid four-velocity is assumed to have the Hubble-like form



Importance of decays



All kinds of feedback regarding this course is welcome: radoslaw.ryblewski@ifj.edu.pl

Thank you!
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